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Series 1: Subject Files, 1961-1972
This series contains Spomer's correspondence and applications during his job search from 1967 through 1971 before being hired by the University of Illinois. These include applications to colleges and universities, the United States Department of Agriculture, and corporate positions. The series also contains a small amount of personal and research correspondence. Also in the collection are papers from Spomer's time in the military. These include correspondence, forms, travel documentation, active duty orders, transfer orders, veteran resources, applications and correspondence regarding the delay of active duty for educational purposes, military pamphlets on personal property, a map of Fort McClellan in Alabama, and records on the Desert Test Center (DTC). These include transfer and active duty orders, correspondence, a history of the DTC, a write-up on good on good security practices security and a memo reprimanding breaches in security, a certificate for volunteering in a demonstration involving unmasked exposure to "agent CS", a list of contacts, a map of Fort Douglas, and medical leave records. This series is arranged alphabetically

Box 1

1. Archivist's research and printed articles on Spomer's involvement with Zinc Cadmium Sulfide and government tests at Deseret Test Center and Dugway Proving Ground (1991-2022)
2. Art Spomer records and faculty information from Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Sciences (1996-2013)
3. Correspondence, job application (1 of 2) (1967-1971)
5. Correspondence., personal/professional (1970-1972)

Processing Notes

Spomer's papers were donated by Professor Robert M. Skirvin, who saved some of Spomer's papers from a departmental storage room; they are mere remnants of the full body of Spomer's work. Duplicates were weeded from the collection and rusted paper clips were replaced. Titles added by archivist are indicated by brackets []. The collection was processed by Lana Kay Tutterow under the supervision of Susanne Belovari fall 2022.